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New(ish) 7s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

HACKERY ACEHKRY dull, unoriginal writing [n -RIES] 

HAIRILY AHIILRY in hairy (covered with hair) manner [adv] 

HALFWIT AFHILTW HALFWIT -S, foolish or stupid person [n -S] 

HALIERS AEHILRS HAILERS, HALIERS, SHALIER, HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HALLALS AAHLLLS HALLAL, to halal (to slaughter animal according to Muslim law) [v] 

HAMATSA AAAHMST HAMATSA -S, HAMATSA, TAMASHA, dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n -S] 

HAMFATS AAFHMST HAMFAT, amateurish performer [n] 

HARDISH ADHHIRS somewhat hard [adj] 

HASHTAG AAGHHST HASHTAG -S, word or phrase preceded by symbol # that categorizes accompanying text [n -S] 

HAULOUT AHLOTUU HAULOUT -S, HAULOUT, OUTHAUL, action of hauling boat out of water [n -S] 

HAUTEST AEHSTTU HAUTE, high-class [adj] 

HECKUVA ACEHKUV heck of a [adj] 

HECTICS CCEHIST CHICEST, HECTICS, HECTIC, fever accompanied by flushed cheeks [n] 

HEDARIM ADEHIMR C- HEDARIM, HEDER, Jewish school [n] 

HELISKI EHIIKLS HELISKI -S, to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HICCUPY CCHIPUY having hiccups (spasmodic inhalations) [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

HICKEST CEHIKST T- HICKEST, HICK, characteristic of rural people [adj] 

HOGGERY EGGHORY pigpen (place where pigs are kept) [n -RIES] 

HOISINS HIINOSS HOISIN, spicy brown sauce [n] 

HOMININ HIIMNNO HOMININ -ES, hominid of tribe that includes recent humans and extinct related forms [n -S] 

HORNDOG DGHNOOR HORNDOG -S, sexually aggressive man [n -S] 

HORSIES EHIORSS HORSIES -T, HORSIES, HOSIERS, HORSIE, child's name for horse [n] 

HOTPOTS HOOPSTT HOTPOTS, HOTSPOT, POTSHOT, HOTPOT, casserole of meat and vegetables [n] 

HOUMMOS HMMOOSU hummus (paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini) [n -ES] 

HOUNGAN AGHNNOU HOUNGAN -S, voodoo priest [n -S] 

HOUSIER EHIORSU HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HRYVNYA AHNRVYY HRYVNYA -S, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n -S] 

HUBLESS BEHLSSU BLUSHES, BUSHELS, HUBLESS, lacking hub (center of wheel) [adj] 

HUGGIER EGGHIRU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HUMINTS HIMNSTU HUMINT, secret intelligence-gathering by agents [n] 

HUMPIES EHIMPSU HUMPIES -T, HUMPY, primitive hut in Australia [n] 

HYPERER EEHPRRY HYPER [adj] 

HYPOIDS DHIOPSY HYPOID, type of toothed wheel [n] 

 

New(ish) 8s including any front- & -back Hook(s) & ANAGRAM(s) 

HABENDUM ABDEHMNU HABENDUM -S, part of deed that limits extent of ownership [n -S] 

HACKINGS ACGHIKNS W- HACKINGS, HACKINGS, SHACKING, HACKING, activity of riding horse for pleasure [n] 

HAFTAROS AAFHORST HAFTARAH, haphtara (biblical selection) [n] 

HAIRGRIP AGHIIPRR HAIRGRIP -S, bobby pin [n -S] 

HAIRWING AGHIINRW HAIRWING -S, fishing lure tied with hair [n -S] 

HALALLED AADEHLLL HALAL, to slaughter animal according to Muslim law [v] 

HALFWITS AFHILSTW HALFWIT, foolish or stupid person [n] 

HALIEROV AEHILORV HALIER, former monetary unit of Slovakia [n] 

HALIOTIS AHIILOST mollusk with ear-shaped shell [n HALIOTIS] 

HALVINGS AGHILNSV HALVING, act of fitting timbers together by cutting out half thickness of each [n] 

HAMATSAS AAAHMSST HAMATSAS, TAMASHAS, HAMATSA, dance inspired by spirit of man-eating monster [n] 
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HANDLINE ADEHILNN HANDLINE -S, fishing line worked by hand [n -S] 

HANGRIER AEGHINRR HANGRY, hungry to the point of irritability [adj] 

HARDBODY ABDDHORY attractive person with muscular body [n -DIES] 

HAREWOOD ADEHOORW HAREWOOD -S, sycamore wood used for furniture [n -S] 

HASHTAGS AAGHHSST HASHTAG, word or phrase preceded by symbol # that categorizes accompanying text [n] 

HAULBACK AABCHKLU HAULBACK -S, BACKHAUL, HAULBACK, line for drawing cable back [n -S] 

HAULINGS AGHILNSU HAULINGS, LANGUISH, NILGHAUS, SHAULING, HAULING, action of transporting logs [n] 

HAULOUTS AHLOSTUU HALLOUTS, OUTHAULS, HAULOUT, action of hauling boat out of water [n] 

HAWEATER AAEEHRTW HAWEATER -S, resident of Manitoulin Island, Ontario [n -S] 

HEADPOND ADDEHNOP HEADPOND -S, pond created behind dam [n -S] 

HEADRAIL AADEHILR HEADRAIL -S, HEADRAIL, RAILHEAD, horizontal rail at top of something [n -S] 

HEADSHOT ADEHHOST HEADSHOT -S, HEADSHOT, HOTHEADS, photograph of person from neck up [n -S] 

HEADWARD AADDEHRW toward head [adj] / toward head [adv] 

HEALINGS AEGHILNS S- HEALINGS, HEALINGS, LEASHING, SHEALING, HEALING, process of becoming healthy again [n] 

HEAVYISH AEHHISVY HEAVYISH, YESHIVAH, somewhat heavy [adj] 

HELENIUM EEHILMNU HELENIUM -S, plant with daisy-like flowers [n -S] 

HELISKIS EHIIKLSS HELISKI, to ski downhill on mountains reached by helicopter [v] 

HELITACK ACEHIKLT HELITACK -S, use of helicopters to fight forest fires [n -S] 

HELLWARD ADEHLLRW toward hell (place of great suffering)) [adv] 

HELPDESK DEEHKLPS HELPDESK -S, service that helps customers with problems [n -S] 

HELPLINE EEHILLNP HELPLINE -S, telephone service that provides advice [n -S] 

HERDINGS DEGHINRS HERDING, work of tending or moving livestock [n] 

HERPESES EEEHPRSS HERPESES, PHERESES, HERPES, skin infection [n] 

HEUCHERA ACEEHHRU HEUCHERA -S, North American plant [n -S] 

HINDMILK DHIIKLMN HINDMILK -S, breast milk exuded after first part of feeding [n -S] 

HINDWING DGHIINNW HINDWING -S, posterior wing of insect [n -S] 

HIPPYISH HHIIPPSY relating to or resembling hippie [adj] 

HITMAKER AEHIKMRT HITMAKER -S, musician who produces best-selling records [n -S] 

HIVEMIND DEHIIMNV HIVEMIND -S, group's collective ideas [n -S] 

HOLOCENE CEEHLNOO of or pertaining to certain geologic time period [adj] 

HOLUBTSI BHILOSTU HOLIBUTS, HOLUBTSI, cabbage rolls [n HOLUBTSI] 

HOMININS HIIMNNOS HOMININ, hominid of tribe that includes recent humans and extinct related forms [n] 

HONCHOES CEHHNOOS HONCHO, to take charge of [v] 

HONOURER EHNOORRU HONOURER -S, honorer (one that honors (to respect)) [n -S] 

HOOKINGS GHIKNOOS HOOKING, illegal move in hockey involving blade of stick [n] 

HORNDOGS DGHNOORS HORNDOG, sexually aggressive man [n] 

HORSEBOX BEHOORSX closed vehicle for transporting horses [n -ES] 

HOTLINER EHILNORT HOTLINER -S, person who runs radio phone-in show [n -S] 

HOUNGANS AGHNNOSU HOUNGAN, voodoo priest [n] 

HOUSIEST EHIOSSTU HOUSESIT, HOUSIEST, HOUSEY, being in style of house music [adj] 

HRYVNYAS AHNRSVYY HRYVNYA, hryvnia (monetary unit of Ukraine) [n] 

HUGGIEST EGGHISTU HUGGY, involving or given to hugging [adj] 

HUMOUSES EHMOSSUU HUMOUS, hummus (paste of pureed chickpeas and tahini) [n] 

HUSHABYE ABEHHSUY hushaby (go to sleep -- used imperatively to soothe child) [v] 

HYPEREST EEHPRSTY HYPER, hyperactive [adj] 

HYPERNYM EHMNPRYY HYPERNYM -S, word that denotes broad category that includes more specific words [n -S] 
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